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Munich is known worldwide for the annual beer celebration, Oktoberfest and its cultural scene is like

no other in Germany, with the city teeming with beautiful architecture and great museums.

ItÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s also a center for international business, research and engineering and is home to a

number of science and technology museums and numerous multinational companies.Ã¢â‚¬ËœTen

Must-See Sights: MunichÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ does exactly what it says on the tin, giving you the background

and history on the cityÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s top ten Ã¢â‚¬Ëœmust-seeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢ attractions, plus essential

information on opening times and location. We donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t fill endless pages with hard-to-read

maps and difficult-to-download photos; there are ten chapters of text, one on each attraction, all

written by our team of experienced travel writers.
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I've been looking for the perfect guide for my upcoming visit to Munich and found it in this ebook. It

drew me right in with its engaging yet succinct description of Munich and I greatly appreciated its

ability to tell me all I needed to know about the city without making me wade through unnecessary

information. Its to-the-point descriptions of the sights are sprinkled with very useful information such



as open hours, ticket prices, and discounts, which will save me loads of research time on the web

and possibly also internet traffic costs when I get there. The final touch that made me fall in love

with it was its mouth-watering descriptions of foods and beers to try. This one is a keeper!

Easy to read, just what you need to know. I'm glad I read this book before my visit because without

it, I would have no idea what to do there.

Been to Munich before. Now I wish I had read this book before my latest trip there..........

Wow this e-book made me want to go to Munich and do the touristy thing. I want to wear lederhosen

and go to the Oktoberfes and drink beers. It has obviously been put together by somebody who has

an extensive knowledge of the history of this fascinating city. I imagined myself walking on cobbled

pave ways where Kings and Queens once walked. I am fascinated by the idea of seeing the science

museum which this guide claims is the oldest and largest science museum. If somebody said I

could go to Munich and view only one sight mentioned in this guide, I don't know which I would

choose. Oddly it seems Munich an extremely old city rich with history is also an extremely modern

city. I would recommend this book to any traveller or person like me that cannot really afford travel,

but enjoys reading about places all over the world.

My husband and I are planning a trip to Munich this summer, so we picked up this book to get an

idea of what important attractions we should visit. Right of the bat, I was impressed by how much

detail and background information the book provides - it doesn't just give you the top picks, but also

a complete history lesson on them as well. I learned quite a bit, and I think the attraction I am most

anticipating is the theatre.

'Ten Must-See Sights: Munich' is very well written, easy to read, interesting, comprehensive, and full

of information. This is a must read guide to anyone have been planning to travel to Munich.You will

surely save time and money during your visit to Munich if you have read this book!

I bought the book on .de, therefore I don't appear as certified buyer here.The ebook was a difficult

read: incoherent sentences that seemed put together without much sense. The chapter about

HofbrÃƒÂ¤uhaus suddenly talked about the Oktoberfest and then about Viktualienmarkt.Many

spelling errors including the names of the sights. If you had been in Munich you wouldn't say



Kalstor,instead of Karlstor right?Another big mistake I found in the book is to tell that you can find

the remains of three city gates at Marienplatz, when in fact two of them are at least 1km away. And

they didn't even get the name of the third one right!Unfortunately opening hours and days are not

always correct either. You might find yourself in front of closed doors.This book might be ok to get a

first impression, but not more.For me it appears as if the author never actually visited Munich but got

all his info on the internet.

It's an informative book but is not long enough. I wish it had gone Into more detail. I would probably

not recommend it
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